Australian Consumer Panel Line Measuring

1. Use Starrett Electronic Digital Caliper.
2. Turn Caliper on by pressing **Zero On/Off** button.
3. Close Caliper completely and press **Zero On/Off** to calibrate the caliper (make sure reading is in mm).
4. To measure lines place inside of stationary prong on the inside of the line labeled 0.
5. Slide movable prong until the inside of the prong is in the middle of the line drawn by the consumer.
6. (Make sure you measure where the consumer’s line intersects the scale).
7. Record measurement to the side of the line and initial.
8. Each line must be measured by two separate people.
9. Make sure caliper stays calibrated by sliding caliper closed completely and making sure reading is 0.00mm.
10. When measuring is complete turn off caliper by holding the **Zero On/Off** button until caliper shuts off.
11. Place caliper back in case and return it.